Custom Adventure Trips

UCF Outdoor Adventure is now offering custom trips for UCF student groups, programs, and organizations who want to try something new in the outdoors. You will work with us to plan an adventure just for your group, so it is perfect for getting to know each other better and having fun!

For more information and to book your custom adventure, please email outdoor@ucf.edu.

How Do I Plan a Custom Trip?

1. Email outdoor@ucf.edu for more information and to start the booking process.
2. One of our staff members will reach out to learn more about your interests, goals, and ideas for the trip and will ask you to complete our intake form.
3. Once we have all the information, we will get to planning! We’ll involve you in the process to make sure we plan the best trip we can.

Pricing and Capacity

- Pricing is based on the activity, but most Custom Trips will be $5-$10 per person. Once we determine your location and activity, you will be able to pay as a group or individually. We don’t charge tax.
- Our trips are limited to 8 people, but must include at least 6 people.

What Does a Custom Trip Include?

- Day trips to a local destination of your choosing and your desired outdoor activity
- All necessary equipment and professional guiding/instruction from our Adventure Trip Leaders
- Integrative trip planning process that takes your goals and interests into account, while also teaching you how to plan a trip on your own!

What Can I Do on My Custom Trip?

- We offer a variety of activities for you to choose from, including:
  - Hiking
  - Mountain Biking
  - Kayaking
  - Stand Up Paddleboarding
  - Mindfulness & Meditation
- We are very knowledgeable about the Central Florida area and we are happy to organize a trip for your group within an hour drive of UCF Main Campus. Some of our favorite locations include:
  - Blue Spring State Park & St. Johns River
  - Charles Bronson State Park
  - Banana River
  - Little Big Econ State Park
- If you are interested in a specific activity or location not specified here, please work with our team to build a trip just for you! We can facilitate most activities and locations in Central Florida.

Trip Policies & COVID-19 Precautions

- All Custom Trip participants must understand and abide by our standard Adventure Trip Policies.
  - Participants will be asked to complete the Trip Policy Form, Medical Form, and the RWC Risk Assumption and Liability Waiver before completing trip registration.
- You must complete the COVID Self Checker on the UCF app before you arrive on the day of the trip. Trip leaders will be verifying as you arrive.
  o If you are feeling sick or have come into contact with anyone with symptoms, please stay home.
  o Please be honest - we will determine refunds as needed.
- **Face coverings are required.** You will not be allowed to participate in the activity without one. Neck gaiters; open-chin triangle bandanas; and face coverings containing valves, mesh material or holes of any kind are not acceptable.
- **Transportation is not provided at this time.** We strongly encourage you to drive your own vehicle and not to carpool with anyone other than those who live in your household.
  o Please be on time at the designated location on the day of the trip. We will call participants who are late, but we have limited ability to wait.
- **Personal hygiene is very important.** Please bring your own hand sanitizer if possible and be prepared to wash/sanitize your hands as frequently as possible.
- **Alcohol, tobacco, and other substances are prohibited** on all Adventure Trips.
- Additional participant expectations:
  o Schedule flexibility
  o Team effort
  o Mental and physical commitment
  o Risk awareness
  o Leave No Trace

**Contact Information**

Outdoor Adventure Center – outdoor@ucf.edu; 407-823-2408
Claudia Behringer-Smith, Outdoor Adventure Intern – Claudia.behringer-smith@ucf.edu
Katherine Rocco, Assistant Director of Outdoor Adventure – katherine.rocco@ucf.edu